
Index

action

conscious control 22–3

voluntary and nonvoluntary 5–8

action-guidance, unconscious 19–23

action initiation, role of consciousness

226–31

addictions 205–6

autonomy impairment 208–9

cravings 207–8, 209

difficulty of breaking 207–8

drug addiction as disruption of unity

28–9

ego-depletion hypothesis 209–15

element of control by addicts 207–8

failure of usual addiction hypothesis

206–7

implications of extended mind

hypothesis 220

judgment-shift experience 214–15

persistent desires 209–15

removal from cues for cravings 212–13

resistance strategies 215–19

responsibility of addicts 219–20

temporal pattern of behavior 208–9, 212

withdrawal 207–8, 209

see also self-control; self-control

disorders

ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity

disorder) 202–3

Ritalin treatment 70–1, 83–4

advertisers, behavioral manipulation 153–4

agnosias 13–17

amygdala activation

and negative emotions 138–9

and racist attitudes 147–9

amygdala dysfunction in psychopaths 249

anosognosia 263–76

as self-deception 276–8

case for self-deception 268–76

clinical features 263

cognitive impairment theories 266–7

hemispherical specialization hypothesis

264–5

motivational aspect 268–76

neurological aspects 263–5, 275–6

psychological aspects 263–5, 266–7

somatosensory impairment theories

265–6

two-factor theory 267–8

antidepressant-enhanced performance 90–1

see also depression treatments;

treatment/enhancement distinction

antipsychotics 70–1

attitudes, manipulation of 152–3

authenticity

and direct manipulation of the brain

73

and self-control 201–2

by self-creation 104–8

definition 73–5

distinction from happiness 84–6

social preconditions 84

automatism (case study) 5–8, 232–3

automatism, and moral responsibility 232–3,

242

autonomic system, in Capgras’ delusion

17–19

autonomy

and environment 215–18

and memory erasure 178–80

behavior

change through learning 41

control methods 145–6

evolution of coordination 198

manipulation of 153–4

beliefs

and delusions 55–6

dispositional stereotypes 56–7

informational integration 53–7

manipulation of 152–3

Bentham, Jeremy 285–6
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beta-adrenergic antagonists (beta blockers)

concerns about the use of 186–7, 190–5

use in prevention of PTSD 183–4

binding problem, integration in the brain

198–9

bioethics 7

blindsight 272, 274

blood glucose level, and self-control 211

bodily responses, role in decision-making

see somatic marker hypothesis

body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) 3

body integrity identity disorder (BIID) (case

study) 3–5

brain

conflicts of preferences 27–8

control centre postulation 24–7

coordination mechanisms 198–9

evolution of coordination mechanisms

198

homunculus fallacy 24–5

parallel distributed processing 26–7

weakness of the will 27–8

see also direct manipulation of the brain

brain abnormalities, and moral responsibility

247–50, 250–4

brain fingerprinting technique 135–7

brain integration, binding problem 198–9

brain privacy concerns 149–50

Capgras’ delusion 17–19, 115, 163–4

Cartesian dualism 9–13

change blindness 33–6

changing minds, traditional methods 69–70

see also direct manipulation of the brain

characterization sense of identity 158, 171–2

chimpanzee

use of external tools for thinking 41–2

use of symbols 41–2

‘cognitive liberty’ rights 149–50

cognitive processes

causal regularities/causal individuation

45, 48–52

definition 44–5, 46–8, 48–52

intrinsic content 44–5, 46–8

cognitive test of moral responsibility 245–6,

246–50

compatibilist view of free will 222–5

computers

embodiment of intellectual work of

others 40

external tool for thinking 40

confabulation 175

conscious control of action 22–3

conscious control of decision-making, and

moral responsibility 232–9

conscious deliberation

and moral responsibility 241–3

influence on decision-making

mechanisms 241–3

conscious intention in action 5–7

consciousness

and free will 225–6

and matter 9–13

and moral responsibility 231–9,

239–43

and the self 23–4

global workspace account 240–3

reliance on unconscious mechanisms

23–4

role in action initiation 226–31

consciousness of decision, and moral

responsibility 232–3

Cotard’s delusion 163–4

cultural capital and inequalities 124–6

Damasio, Antonio

Dawkins, Richard 40–1, 222

decision constraint

and moral responsibility 232–9

moral responsibility without 239–43

decision-making

and consciousness 231–9

role of bodily responses see somatic

marker hypothesis

role of emotion 30–3

role of the ventromedial prefrontal

cortex 30–3

decision-making mechanisms, influence of

conscious deliberation 241–3

decision-making process

and moral responsibility 232–9

role of conscious control 232–9

deep brain stimulation 70–1

delayed gratification 203–5

delusional patients, use of direct

manipulations 114–16

delusions

and ordinary beliefs 55–6

paradoxical belief structure 163–4

dementia, effects on personal identity 159
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depression

as a pathological response 82–3

as a rational response to events 81–2

clinical 82–3

global upsurge in 86

indication of need for change 83–4, 86

depression treatments

authenticity concerns 104–8

effects of environmental toxicity 121–3

effects on personal growth 76–8, 108–13

effects on personality 75–6

effects on self-knowledge 76–8, 108–13

mechanization of the self 78–81, 113–20

pharmacological treatments 70–3

presumption in favor of traditional

methods 71–87

treating people like things 78–81

treating symptoms not causes 81–6,

121–3

use of direct manipulations 113–20

Descartes, René, Cartesian dualism 9–13

determinism and free will 222–5

direct manipulation of the brain

and patient’s insight into their condition

115–16

assessment of criticisms 103–29

authenticity of the agent 73, 104–8

autonomy of the agent 114–16

deep brain stimulation 70–1

delusional patients 114–16

ECT 70–1

effects of environmental toxicity 121–3

effects on personal growth 76–8, 108–13

effects on self-knowledge 76–8, 108–13

exacerbation of inequality 92–3, 123–9

forms of 70–1

importance of intervention approach

102–3

individualization of mental illness 127–9

lack of clear treatment/enhancement

separation 94–103

mechanization of the self 78–81, 113–20

objections to 71–87

OCD 114–16

paternalism 113–16

performance enhancement as cheating

89–92, 123–9

pharmacological treatments 70–1

presumption in favor of traditional

methods 71–87, 103–29

promotion of political quietism86, 127–9

psychosurgery 70–1

serotonin levels 81–2

transcranial magnetic stimulation 70–1

treating people like things 78–81

treating symptoms not causes 81–6,

121–3

treatment/enhancement distinction 73,

88–103

dispositional stereotypes of beliefs 56–7

distributed cognition 307–8

extending the moral mind 308–16

double dissociation method 17–22

drug addiction see addictions

dualism (substance) 8–17

and conception of self 23–4

and the soul 9–13

Cartesian 9–13

continuing influences 23–7

evidence against 10–17

postulation of control centre in the brain

24–7

ECT 70–1

ego-depletion hypothesis 153–4

and addictions 209–15

and blood glucose level 211

and loss of self-control 209–15

and persistent desires 209–15

and self-control disorders 213–14

self-distraction strategy 212–13

eidetic recall 47–8

embedded cognition/mind 59–63

emotion

role in decision-making 30–3

role in moral intuitions 295–9

enhancement see neurological

enhancement; treatment/enhancement

distinction

environmental influences

deprivation impact on the mind 124–6

on IQ 101–2

on phenotype 96–8

environmental manipulations, and

self-control 215–18

environmental toxicity

and use of direct manipulation 121–3

and use of medications 83–4, 86

ethical parity principle (EPP), strong and

weak versions 60–3 see also parity thesis
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ethical significance of the extended mind

hypothesis 59–63

ethics

and moral intuitions 282–8

challenges of neuroscience 281–2

neuroscience of 1, 2

of neuroethics 8–9

of neuroscience 1–2

evolution

and the dualist view 10–12

of moral intuitions 288–92, 300–6

of subpersonal mechanisms 19–20

extended mechanisms of inheritance 60

extended mind

accumulation of knowledge across

generations 42–4

external representation of accumulated

knowledge 42–4

in social structures and communities

42–4

in tools used for thinking 42

extended mind debate 44–63

causal regularities of cognitive processes

45, 48–52

definition of cognitive processes 44–5,

46–8, 48–52

dispositional stereotypes of beliefs 56–7

ethical parity principle 60–3

ethical significance 59–63

functionalist argument 53, 58

informational integration of beliefs 53–7

intrinsic content of cognitive processes

44–5, 46–8

prospect of having a unified discipline

45, 48–52

role of the parity thesis 58–63

extended mind hypothesis 29–37

change blindness 33–6

claims 36

extending the moral mind 308–16

external representation of the world

33–6

implications for addictions 220

implications of memory alteration/

erasure 180

inclusion of environmental resources

33–6

role of the parity thesis 36–7

somatic-marker hypothesis 30–3

extended phenotypes 40–1, 60

external mind manipulation methods 153–4

external representation of accumulated

knowledge 42–4

external representation of the world 33–6

external tools used for thinking 38–40

chimpanzees 41–2

humans 42

externalist ethics 8–9

externalized thoughts 38–40

eyeblink startle test 148–9

eyewitness testimony, unreliability 165–6,

166–7, 167–8, 170–1, 175

Farwell, Lawrence 135–7

Flynn effect (IQ increase over time) 101–2

fMRI scanning, and mind reading 137–8

fMRI study, neural correlates of racism 147–9

free will

and determinism 222–5

compatibilist view 222–5

incompatibilist view 222–3, 224–5

libertarian view 224–5, 225–6

role of consciousness 225–6

Freudian psychoanalysis 69–70

Freudian view of the unconscious 22

GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid)-enhanced

performance 90

Gage, Phineas (case study) 30

gender identity disorder 3

genetic interactionism 96–8

genotype, norms of reaction 98

global workspace account of consciousness

240–3

happiness, distinction from authenticity

84–6

harm principle (John Stuart Mill), and

memory erasure 177–80

Harvard Moral Sense Test 311–14

Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 175–6

homunculus fallacy 24–5

human phenotype see phenotype

humans

distinctive aspects of mind 7–8, 10–11

self creation and modification 10–11

identity

and memories 157–9

and recognition 175–7
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characterization sense 158, 171–2

connection with past and future self

158–9

effects of memory loss 159

potential effects of neuroscientific

technologies 159

reidentification question 158

identity crisis 158

imitation behavior 201

imitation in humans 41

immoral behavior

existing techniques for facilitation

184–5

risk from memory modulation 183–4,

185–6

implicit association test 147–8

incompatibilist view of free will 222–3,

224–5

individualization of mental illness 127–9

inequality

exacerbation of 92–3, 123–9

sources of 123–9

Ingram, Paul (recovered memories case

study) 168–9

intellectual seemings 282–4

intermittent explosive disorder 205

intuitions see moral intuitions

IQ

increase over time (Flynn effect) 101–2

influence of environment 101–2

judgment-shift, as self-control is lost 214–15

kleptomania 205

knowledge accumulation

across generations 42–4

using external representation 42–4

knowledge advancement, distributed

approach 42–4

libertarian view of free will 224–5, 225–6

Libet, Benjamin 226–8, 231

lie detection, human abilities 151–2

lie detection technologies

dangers of premature adoption 144–5

ethical concerns 144–5

micro-expression detection 151

neurologically-based 134–8

polygraph 133–4

reliability concerns 144–5

lithium treatment for manic-depression 70–1

Locke, John 157–8

M’Naghten Rules for moral responsibility

245–6

manic-depression, lithium treatment 70–1

marketing techniques, and self-control

215–16

mathematics, externalization of thoughts

39–40

matter and consciousness 9–13

mechanization of the self, direct

manipulation of the brain 78–81, 113–20

memories

recovered 168–70

unreliability of eyewitness testimony

165–6, 166–7, 167–8, 170–1

memory alteration, potential of

neuroscientific technologies 159

memory-constituted identity 157–9

memory criterion of personal identity 157–8

memory distortion

recovered memories 168–70

suggestibility 165–6, 166–7, 167–8,

168–70

memory erasure/alteration 171–81

autonomy of the individual 178–80

checking self-narrative 175

confabulation 175

effects on sense of identity 171–2, 173

guidance of future development 181

harm principle (John Stuart Mill) 177–80

harms to others 174–81

harms to the person 171–4

implications of the extended mind

hypothesis 180

limitations of the parity thesis 171

loss of self-knowledge 172, 174

permissibility of 177–80

recognition and identity 175–7

semantic memory 175

source memory 175

value of moral assessment 181

memory insertion 159–71

by suggestion and prompting 165–6,

166–7, 167–8

conceptual obstacles 161–5

holism of mental content 161–5

influence of interrogation style 165–6,

167–8
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memory insertion (cont.)

limitations on content 161–5

potential to create delusions 163–4

storage and retrievalmechanisms 159–61

technical obstacles 159–61

memory loss, and personal identity 159

memory modulation

dangers of interference 183–4

effects of propranolol on moral judgment

186–7, 190–5

effects on somatic markers 190–5

prevention of PTSD 182–4

reduction of emotional significance

182–6

risk of immoral behavior 183–4, 185–6

traumatic memories in PTSD 182–6

mental illness, individualization 127–9

MERMER technology 135–7

micro-expression detection 151

military personnel, prevention of PTSD

194–5

Mill, John Stuart, harm principle 177–80

mind

and matter 9–13

and the brain 8–17

conditions for inclusion as part of 37–8

distinctive aspects in humans 7–8, 10–11

dualist view 8–17

embedded 59–63

extension through imitation 41

see also changing minds; extended mind

hypothesis

mind control

advertisers 153–4

behavioral control methods 145–6

Christmas gift-giving behavior 153

ego-depletion hypothesis 153–4

external manipulation methods 153–4

manipulation of attitudes and beliefs

152–3

manipulation of behavior 153–4

psychopharmaceuticals 146

threat to autonomy 145–6

transcranial magnetic stimulation 146

mind reading

amygdala activity and racist attitudes

147–9

concerns over brain privacy 149–50

eyeblink startle test 148–9

from outside the mind 147–9

human ability to detect deception 151–2

implicit association test 147–8

involuntary micro-expressions 151

measures of racial prejudice 147–8, 148–9

right to ‘cognitive liberty’ 149–50

mind reading technologies 133–45

brain alterations in schizophrenia 138

brain fingerprinting 135–7

dangers of premature adoption 144–5

ethical concerns 144–5

fMRI scanning 137–8

guilty knowledge tests 135–7

MERMER technology 135–7

negative emotions and amygdala

activation 138–9

neural correlates of personality traits

138–9

neurologically-based lie detection 134–8

P300 wave test 135–7

polygraph lie detectors 133–4

possible future developments 138

problems faced by developers 139–44

prospects for a mind-reading machine

139–44

mirror agnosia 15–16

mirror misidentification delusion 16

Mischel, Walter 203–5

moral and conventional transgressions

247–8, 248–50

moral beliefs, relationship to moral

intuitions 284

moral constructivism 300–6

moral dumbfounding 307–8, 310–11

moral experts, role in the community 309–11

moral facts, conceptions of 300–6

moral intuitions

amenability to education 307–8

argument for irrationality 307–8

as intellectual seemings 282–4

brain processing of moral dilemmas

288–92

challenges of neuroscience 281–2

conceptions of moral facts 300–6

definitions 282–4

evidence for irrationality 288–92, 292–3

evolutionary history 288–92, 300–6

foundation of ethics 281–2, 282–8

moral constructivist view 300–6

neuroscientific challenge 288–93, 293–9

relationship to moral beliefs 284
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role in moral theory 284–8

role in utilitarianism 285–6, 287–8

role of emotions 295–9

social intuitionist model (SIM) 292–3

moral judgment

and the somatic marker hypothesis

187–95

effects of propranolol 186–7, 190–5

challenges to rationality 288–93

moral knowledge

acquisition by children 247–8

lack in psychopaths 247–50

moral realism 301

moral responsibility

and abnormal causation 244–6

and brain abnormalities 247–50, 250–4

and conscious control of

decision-making 232–9

and conscious deliberation 241–3

and consciousness 231–9

and consciousness of decision 232–3

and the decision constraint 232–9,

239–43

automatism 232–3, 242

cognitive test 245–6, 246–50

excusing conditions 244–6

grades in criminal law 231–2

impulse-control disorders 250–4

lessons from neuroscience 243–6

M’Naghten Rules 245–6

psychopaths 247–50

volitional test 246, 250–4

without the decision constraint 239–43

moral theory construction

role of moral intuitions 284–8

search for reflective equilibrium 282,

284–8, 307–8

moral thought, as community-wide

enterprise 309–11

narrative unity of life 201–2

neglect (neurological disorder) 15–16, 263,

272–3, 275

neuroethics

ethics of 8–9

ethics of neuroscience 1–2

framework for development 8–11

neuroscience of ethics 1, 2

origin of the term 1

philosophical approach 8–9

potential growth of 7–8

two main branches 1–2

neuroethics case studies 3–8

automatism 5–8, 232–3

body integrity identity disorder (BIID)

3–5

neurological enhancement

antidepressants 90–1

as cheating 89–92, 123–9

cultural capital 124–6

exacerbation of inequality 92–3, 123–9

GABA 90

Ritalin 89–92 see also treatment/

enhancement distinction

neurologically-based lie detection 134–8

neuroscience

challenges to moral intuitions 281–2,

288–93, 293–9

cognitive test of moral responsibility

246–50

ethics of 1–2

ideas about moral responsibility 243–6

of ethics 1, 2

volitional test of moral responsibility

250–4

norm of reaction of a genotype 98

obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)

failure of self-control 205

use of direct manipulations 114–16

withdrawal from trigger situations

213–14

P300 wave test 135–7

paraphilia 3

parity thesis 9–11, 37–44

role in the extended mind debate 58–63

role in the extended mind hypothesis

36–7 see also ethical parity principle

Parks, Ken (automatism case study) 5–8,

232–3

paternalism 113–16

and patient’s insight into their condition

115–16

patient’s insight into their condition 115–16

people, treating like things 78–81

personal achievement, and development of

self-control 203–4

personal growth, and direct manipulation of

the brain 76–8, 108–13
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personality traits, neural correlates 138–9

phantom limb experience 4

pharmacological treatments 70–1

authenticity of the agent 73, 104–8

effects of environmental toxicity 121–3

effects on personal growth 76–8, 108–13

effects on self-knowledge 76–8, 108–13

ethical concerns 70–3

for depression 70–3

mechanization of the self 78–81, 113–20

objections to 71–87

presumption in favor of traditional

methods 71–87

psychopharmaceutical mind control 146

treating people like things 78–81

treating symptoms not causes 81–6,

121–3

phenotype

environmental influences 96–8

extended 40–1, 60

inclusion of integrated external tools

40–1

Plato, on loss of self-control 199–200

political quietism

individualization of mental illness

127–9

treating symptoms not causes 86

polygraph lie detectors 133–4

post-traumatic stress disorder see PTSD

propranolol (beta-blocker)

administration to military personnel

194–5

concerns about the use of 186–7, 190–5

effects on moral judgment 186–7, 190–5

use in prevention of PTSD 183–4

prosopagnosia 13–15, 17–19

Prozac 75–6

effects on serotonin levels 81–2

treating people like machines 79–80

psychoanalysis, ethical questions 69–70

psychopaths

amygdala dysfunction 249

lack of moral knowledge 247–50

level of moral responsibility 247–50

psychopharmaceutical treatments see

pharmacological treatments

psychosis, use of medication 70–3

psychosurgery 70–1

psychotherapy

ethical questions 69–70

traditional 69–70

PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder)

effect of propranolol on moral judgment

186–7, 190–5

modulation of traumatic memories

182–6

prevention 182–4

prevention in military personnel 194–5

use of propranolol in prevention 183–4

racial prejudice

measures of 147–8, 148–9

neural correlates of 147–9

recognition and identity 175–7

recognition disorders see agnosias

recovered memories 168–70

reflective equilibrium

in moral theory construction 282, 284–8,

307–8

in society 309–11

Reid, Thomas 157–8

reidentification question (personal identity)

158

religion, substance dualism 9

responsibility for actions 5–8 see also moral

responsibility

Ritalin-enhanced performance 89–92

Ritalin treatment of ADHD 70–1, 83–4

as compensation for toxic environment

121–3

Schectman, Marya 158, 171–2

schizophrenia, brain alterations in 138

SCR (skin conductance response) 18

anticipatory 31–2

self

and consciousness 23–4

as ensemble of mechanisms 25–9

mechanization of 78–81, 113–20

singularity 197–9

unification 27–9

unity of behavior 197–9

self concept, influence of substance dualism

23–4

self-control

and authenticity 201–2

and blood glucose level 211

and narrative unity of life 201–2

and self-unification 216–18

and social relationships 202
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ego-depletion hypothesis 209–15

environmental influences 215–18

instrumental value 200–1

judgment-shift experience 214–15

loss of 199–200, 202–3

marketing techniques 215–16

persistent desires 209–15

strategies 215–19

value of 200–1 see also addictions

self-control development

ability to delay gratification 203–5

ability to self-distract 204–5

importance for personal achievement

203–4

skills to be learned 204–5

self-control disorders

ADHD 202–3

and moral responsibility 250–4

depletion of self-control resources 205

ego-depletion hypothesis 209–15

excesses of consumption and behaviors

205–6

imitation behavior 201

impulse-control disorders 250–4

intermittent explosive disorder 205

judgment-shift experience 214–15

kleptomania 205

loss of inhibitory mechanisms 202–3

mechanisms 202–3

OCD 205, 213–14

Tourette Syndrome 250–3

trichotillomania 205

utilization behavior 201, 202–3 see also

addictions

self-deception

anosognosia 263–76, 276–8

biased reasoning 261–2

contradictory beliefs 259–60

definition 258–9

deflationary accounts 260–2

intentionality of deception 259–60

theories 259–62

self-distraction 204–5

self-knowledge, effects of direct

manipulation of the brain 76–8, 108–13

self-narrative, corroboration from others 175

self-unification

and self-control 216–18

development of 216–18

semantic memory 175

serotonin levels in the brain, manipulation

of 81–2

skin conductance response see SCR

social intuitionist model (SIM) 292–3

social relationships, and self-control 202

social structures, and the extendedmind 42–4

somatic-marker hypothesis (Damasio) 30–3

and moral judgment 187–95

somatic markers, effects of propranolol 190–5

somatoparaphrenia 163–4

soul, dualist view 9–13

source memory 175

speech, external tool for thinking 38–9

SSRIs, mode of action 81–2

subpersonal mechanisms, role in

information processing 19–23 see also

unconscious mechanisms

substance dualism see dualism

symbol use

chimpanzees 41–2

humans 42

Titchener illusion 21–2

Tourette Syndrome (impulse-control

disorder) 250–3

level of responsibility for actions 250–3

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)

70–1

influence on voluntary choice 146

treatment/enhancement distinction 73

antidepressant-enhanced performance

90–1

as a moralized standard 94, 95, 102–3

disease-based approach 94–6

enhancement as cheating 89–92

environmental influences on phenotype

96–8

exacerbation of inequality 92–3

GABA-enhanced performance 90

genetic interactionism 96–8

importance of intervention approach

102–3

lack of clear separation 94–103

normal functioning approach 96–103

presumption against direct

manipulation 88–103

Ritalin-enhanced performance 89–92

species-typical functioning approach

96–103

trichotillomania 205
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